
CCA Number CCA20 with abit of CCA19 and CCA21

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 100% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 15% high, 85% moderate

Cultural landscapes 45% outstanding, 55% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
Special Landscape Area

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

listed buildings and structures- limekilns

Biodiversity designations 

comments

Sites of Interest for Nature Conservation- acid and marshy 

grassland

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens YES

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting YES

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building YES

SAC NNR SINC YES

Summary

Key characteristics Hill pasture slopes rising to the north with irregular small-medium-sized 

fields with low-cut hedges generally.

Strong deciduous woodland at Cuhere Wood with mature trees in 

copses, around church, on field boundaries and in gardens adjacent.

The slopes act as an attractive rural setting, backdrop and local skyline 

to the settlement which is particularly apparent in approaches from the 

south and east.

There are a few footpaths and minor lanes and the settlement adjacent 

but overall the area is tranquil.

The area forms part of an SLA and there are listed buildings and a SINC 

lying within it.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has a high/medium sensitivity as it forms an open rising and attractive rural 

backcloth to the village widely visible to the south with some strong woodland. It also lies 

within the SLA.

Housing capacity medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity for a housing as this would be likely to erode the positive 

rural character and possibly be widely visible to the south.

Visual and sensory 100% high

Aspect area value

SLA YES

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 10% outstanding, 90% high

Site LLR01 Settlement: Llanvair Discoed

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity simple

Comments parts of the upper slopes act as the local skyline when viewed from the 

lower slopes nearby- often wooded

forms backcloth to village

-

Site observation high

Comments highly intervisible with lowland to the south

roads

Views of development some Presence of people occasional

Summary high/medium

Comments the hillsides have a few footpaths running up them and minor lanes and the 

settlement adjacent but overall are tranquil

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area managed as part of wider land holdings and with public footpath linking 

into the settlement

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors mature cupressus hedge on slopes is an alien and disruptive element

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

Visual relationship of area...

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr)

Characteristics

Landform hill slopes rising to the north

Landcover pasture

Pattern

Settlement pattern dispersed rural dwellings

Woodland cover strong deciduous woodland at Cuhere Wood with mature trees in copses,on 

field boundaries and in gardens adjacent

Boundaries irregular small- medium-sized fields with low-cut hedges generally

Presence of water Comments minor watercourse down minor valley

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure open to the south

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge highly indented

Comments the settlement edge is primarily housing either incrementally implemented 

or an estate to the east with most housing sitting into the hillside

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the rising slopes act as an attractive rural setting and backdrop to the 

settlement which is particularly apparent in approaches from the south and 

east

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high

medium

Comments the main receptors are adjacent residents, users of the public foot paths and of 

the minor lanes

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors

Other factors --

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 100% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 100% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
in SLA

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

Llanvair Castle is a SAM and there are listed buildings including 

the church in the settlement adjacent

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM YES Conservation Area Listed Building YES

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Rising hill slopes west of the settlement.

Irregular medium-sized pastoral fields with low-cut hedge boundaries.

Vineyard Wood, some small copses and trees lie around old quarry and 

church.

Llanvair Castle is a SAM and there are listed buildings including the 

church in the settlement adjacent.

The rising slopes act as an attractive rural setting and backdrop to the 

settlement which is particularly apparent in approaches from the south 

and east. 

The adjacent settlement edge is dominated by traditional buildings 

including the church and castle ruins.

The area forms part of the edge of the SLA.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has a high/medium sensitivity as it forms an open rising and attractive rural 

backcloth to the village [the older part] and is widely visible to the south with some strong 

woodland. It also lies within the SLA.

Housing capacity low

The area has low capacity for a housing as this would be likely to erode the positive rural 

character and the backcloth to the older part of the village and possibly be widely visible to 

the south.

Visual and sensory 100% high

Aspect area value

SLA YES

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site LLR02 Settlement: Llanvair Discoed

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity

Comments acts as the local skyline to the village

forms backcloth to village

forms treed backcloth when viewed from village centre

Site observation high

Comments highly intervisible with lowland to the south east

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary high/medium

Comments the hillside has a footpath running on one side and minor lanes and the 

settlement adjacent but overall is tranquil

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area managed as part of wider land holdings and with public footpath to 

east linking into the settlement

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks Llanvair castle remains in trees and adjacent chucrh

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the rising slopes act as an attractive rural setting and backdrop to the 

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr)

Characteristics

Landform rising hill slopes west of the settlement

Landcover pasture and woodland

Pattern

Settlement pattern farm on the edge of the settlement

Woodland cover Vineyard Wood, some small copses and trees around old quarry and church

Boundaries irregular medium-sized fields with low-cut hedge boundaries

Presence of water Comments -

Scale small- medium

Sense of enclosure open to south and east

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge positive Form of edge moderately indented

Comments this edge of the settlement is predominantly traditional and linear in form 

forming a positive edge

settlement which is particularly apparent in approaches from the south and 

east. The castle and church plus the centre of the village benefit from the 

area's character.

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

high

medium

Comments the main receptors are adjacent residents, users of the church yard and 

adjacent footpaths and roads

Receptors

urban residents

rural residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 100% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 100% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
SLA adjacent to the north and west

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Very gently sloping lower valley slopes.

Pasture and arable irregular medium-sized fields with low cut hedges 

with recreation/sports ground.

One deciduous copse and isolated trees in hedgerows.

Dispersed rural dwellings on lanes.

The area acts as the rural approach and lower setting to the village 

with traditional farm complex adjacent.

The village and minor roads are quiet adjacent in this essentially rural 

area.

Landscape sensitivity medium

The area has medium sensitivity as it is very open to views from the approach roads to the 

south and from the village. The farmhouse adjacent acts as an appropriate outlier on the edge 

of the village.

Housing capacity low

The area has low capacity for housing due to its open, rural character which additional 

housing would impinge upon and be very visible from the south and east as well as from the 

village. Overall, this area is slightly less sensitive than the adjacent slopes but there are no 

clear opportunities.

Visual and sensory 100% high

Aspect area value

SLA YES

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site LLR03 Settlement: Llanvair Discoed

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

views to settlement from south and east

views from settlement to south and east

Site observation high

Comments as open landscape the area is open to views from south and east and 

overlooked by settlement

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary high/medium

Comments the village and minor roads are quiet adjacent in this essentially rural area

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area managed as part of wider land holdings and with minor roads but no 

footpaths

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area acts as the rural approach and lower setting to the village with 

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr)

Characteristics

Landform very gently sloping lower valley slopes

Landcover pasture and arable

Pattern

Settlement pattern dispersed rural dwellings on lanes

Woodland cover one deciduous copse and isolated trees in hedgerows

Boundaries irregular medium-sized fields with low cut hedges

Presence of water Comments -

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure open

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments adjacent dwellings are modern mitigated to an extent by mature vegetation 

in gardens

traditional farm complex adjacent.

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

medium

Comments the main receptors are adjacent residents and users of the minor approach roads

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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LLR01

LLR03

LLR02

CAE01

CAE04

Key

Local Landscape Character Areas

Development boundaries

Combined Character Areas

National Park

AONB

Special Landscape Areas

World Heritage Sites 

Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest

Historic Parks and Gardens

Parks and Gardens essential settings

Scheduled Ancient Monuments

Conservation Areas

Listed Buildings

RAMSAR

Site of Special Scientific Interest

Special Area for Conservation

National Nature Reserve

Sites of Nature Conservation Interest

1 in 100 year flood zone

Country park

" " " Amenity Open Space

Green Wedges

National Trails

National Cycle Route
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CCA Number CCA37

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 50% high, 50% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 100% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
in SLA

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

Brynderwen registered historic park and garden and St Mary's 

Yard castle mound to the east

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building YES

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Area focussed on a small river valley to the west of the settlement 

gently rising to north and west to St Mary's Hill which acts as a local 

skyline and backcloth to the village.

Generally medium-sized irregular fields with low cut hedges with trees.

Mature trees in small copses, stream valley and along B4598.

Clustered settlement with scattered rural dwellings.

Settlement consists primarily of 20c development with estates to the 

north with limited mitigation by vegetation but at a small scale. The 

settlement is better integrated to the south with strong hedgeorw.

In SLA and on edge of Brynderwen essential setting to the east.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has a high/medium sensitivity as it consists of pleasant open countryside with strong 

tree cover in places and sloping valley sides becoming more tranquil to the west.

Housing capacity medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity as it is open countryside of pleasant rural character.

Visual and sensory 100% high

Aspect area value

SLA YES

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform focussed on a small river valley to the west of the settlement gently rising to 

north and west to St Mary's Hill

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site LLV01 Settlement: Llanfair Kilgeddin

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture and arable

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity simple

Comments St Mary's Hill is the local skyline and backcloth to the village

views from B4598 to eastern edge of the village and glimpses to 

the northern edge

-

Site observation medium

Comments there are views from Brynderwen to the east towards the village across the 

Usk and from the adjacent B4598 but generally the settlement sits 

discreetly within the landscape

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people frequent

Summary medium

Comments the area is generally rural and tranquil particularly towards the west but the 

B4598 is a noise source to the east

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of a wider landholding but with no 

public footpaths linking into the settlement

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area acts as a pleasant backcloth to the village but has a limited 

connection with the Usk as it slopes away from it

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Landcover mix pastoral and arable with scattered trees

Pattern

Settlement pattern clustered village with scattered rural dwellings

Woodland cover mature trees, some in small copses, stream valley and along B4598

Boundaries generally medium-sized irregular fields with low cut hedges with trees

Presence of water Comments minor watercourses

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately enclosed to south and more open to the north

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments settlement consists primarily of 20c development with estates to the north 

with limited mitigation by vegetation but at a small scale. The settlement is 

better integrated to the south.

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high

medium

Comments the area is overlooked by village edge residents, residents in the open 

countryside and by users of the B4598 and footpath

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA36

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 100% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 10% outstanding, 90% moderate

Cultural landscapes 100% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
in SLA

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

Brynderwen registered historic park and garden to west with 

essential setting covering part of the area and St Mary's Yard 

castle mound

Biodiversity designations 

comments

River Usk is pSAC and SSSI

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting YES

SAM YES Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC YES NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics River Usk with floodplain with sloping valley sides to the east and west.

Mixed arable and pasture and parkland/gardens with riparian vegetation.

Brynderwen registered historic park and garden with its essential 

setting running west to the B4598 and St Mary's Yard castle mound are 

key features in the area.

Riparian trees and trees on river terrace.

The area forms part of the wider Usk corridor with its path and some is 

either part of Brynderwen Park or is part of the essential setting.

The area is clearly separated from the settlement by the B4598 and by 

sloping topography. 

The Usk is a pSAC and SSSI.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as much of it forms part of Brynderwen Park's essential 

setting or as part of the open Usk valley floodplain with the powerful Usk and its adjacent Usk 

valley Way which has views across the area.

Housing capacity low

The area has low capacity for housing due to the Brynderwen parkland and setting, the Usk 

with its accompanying floodplain and potential views from the Usk Valley Way. The area is 

also clearly separated from the settlement by the B4598 and topography.

Visual and sensory 10% outstanding, 90% high

Aspect area value

SLA YES

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI YES RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site LLV02 Settlement: Llanfair Kilgeddin

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments Mixed arable, pasture and parkland/gardens

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity simple

Comments from Usk Valley Path the adjacent slopes and vegetation may form the 

skyline

Brynderwen key view is across the Usk taking in Glanusk farm 

and the edges of Llanfair Kilfeddin

-

Site observation medium

Comments to and from Brynderwen with views along Usk and from Usk Valley way

roads

Views of development some Presence of people infrequent

Summary high/medium

Comments the area s generally tranquil particularly along the Usk distrubed only by 

traffic on the B4598

...with settlement none ...with wider landscape significant

...with adjacent assessed area? limited

Comments the area appears to be managed as part of wider landholdings but with no 

public footpaths linking into the settlement. The floodplain forms part of 

the wider Usk floodplain.

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks Brynderwen House

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

Visual relationship of area...

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr) YES

Characteristics

Landform River Usk with floodplain with sloping valley sides to the east and west

Landcover Mixed arable and pasture and parkland/gardens with riparian vegetation

Pattern

Settlement pattern Brynderwen and farm and Glanusk farm

Woodland cover Riparian trees and trees on river terrace

Boundaries irregular fields with low cut hedges

Presence of water Comments River Usk

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately open

Diversity diverse

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments the majority of the settlement is well screened by hedges and trees although 

looks slightly more unsightly to the north

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area forms part of the wider Usk corridor with its path and some is 

Brynderwen Park's essential setting

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high/medium

medium

Comments the area is overlooked primarily by Brynderwen and by users of Usk Valley 

footpath and the B4598.

Receptors

rural residents

long distance/public footpaths

urban residents

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements allow trees to grow in hedge along B4598

Other
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Local Landscape Character Areas
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CCA Number CCA53

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 90% high, 10% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 100% outstanding

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
-

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

listed buildings including church in Llanvapley

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Gently undulating hill and valley sides around Llanymynach Brook.

Irregular small to medium-sized pastoral and arable fields with mix of 

low-cut and outgrown hedges and strong tree cover in places.

Strong tree cover around village and on ridge and also along 

Llanymynech Brook.

Scatterered rural dwellings and farmhouse complex.

Moderately enclosed but with visible valley sides and ridge tops.

Generally the settlement integrates into the landscape due to small 

scale incremental linear form and tree cover although the dwellings at 

Firs Road are locally prominent and unsightly.

Area forms the rising backcloth to the settlement as well as a natural 

boundary to the west in Llanvapley Brook.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it is attractive open countryside which rises from the 

valley floor of the Llanymynach Brook and River Trothy  with visible slopes and low ridges. 

The area to the west is separated from the settlement proper by the brook which acts as a 

natural boundary.

Housing capacity medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity as it is open countryside with exposed valley sides and 

ridge tops where expansion north would be visible and expansion west of the Llanymynach 

Brook would be inappropriate.

Visual and sensory 100% high

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site LLY01 Settlement: Llanvapley

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture and arable

Prominence/ importance prominent Complexity simple

Comments well treed skyline on ridge to north of village, open to south west

view to settlement from B4233 from west

views out limited by trees

Site observation medium

Comments valley sides visible from east across Trothy valley and from west

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary high/medium

Comments the area is generally tranquil with minor roads and village being fairly quiet 

and integrated with vegetation with the exception of Firs Road housing

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area managed as part of a wider land holding and with footpath linking into 

the settlement. Llanvapley Brook provides a western boundary for the 

settlement.

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors -

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr) YES

Characteristics

Landform gently undulating hill and valley sides around Llanymynach Brook

Landcover pasture and arable

Pattern

Settlement pattern scatterered rural dwellings and farmhouse complex with Llanvapley 

Court standing separate to the west of the village

Woodland cover strong tree cover around village and on ridge and also along Llanymynech 

Brook

Boundaries irregular small to medium-sized fields with mix of low-cut and outgrown hedges 

and strong tree cover in places

Presence of water Comments Llanymynach Brook

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately enclosed but with visible valley sides and ridge tops

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments generally the settlement integrates into the landscape due to small scale 

incremental linear form and tree cover although the dwellings at Firs Road 

are locally prominent and unsightly

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area forms the rising backcloth to the settlement as well as a natural 

boundary to the west in Llanvapley Brook

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

medium

high

Comments the area is overlooked by village edge residents, residents in the open 

countryside and by users of the B4233, minor road and footpath

Receptors

urban residents

rural residents

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA39

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 40% high, 60% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 100% outstanding

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
-

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

listed buildings including church in Llanvapley and Middle Ton

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Summary

Key characteristics Valley floors, floodplains and lower slopes of River Trothy and 

Llanymynach Brook.

Mix of arable and pastoral with some horse pasture and cricket 

ground/summer gardens.

Mix of rectilinear medium-sized fields with low cut hedges and some 

smaller irregular fields with outgrown hedges.

Scattered rural dwellings and farmsteads on slopes.

Area forms the gently sloping valley lowland over which Llanvapley 

views open countryside, especially with views south and west.

Listed buildings including church in Llanvapley and Middle Ton.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has a high/medium sensitivity as it forms the setting and open countryside approach 

to the village with the atrractive features of the two watercourses. The floodplains are 

intrinsically sensitive.

Housing capacity medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity as it is open countryside with exposed valley sides and 

floors where expansion east would be particularly visible and expansion west of the 

Llanymynach Brook would be inappropriate.The floodplains have no capacity.

Visual and sensory 100% high

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

SSSI RAMSAR

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site LLY02 Settlement: Llanvapley

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments mix of arable and pastoral with some horse pasture and cricket 

ground/summer gardens

Prominence/ importance not applicable Complexity

Comments -

view up towards church on B4233

restricted view out to countryside from church to east and from 

Summer Gardens to open countryside

Site observation medium

Comments the valley floors are generally open to views although strong riparain 

vegetation restricts to an extent

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary high/medium

Comments the area is generally tranquil with relatively quiet B4233, minor roads and 

village being fairly quiet and integrated with vegetation

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area managed as part of wider land holdings and with footpath linking into 

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks church visible at close range only in summer due to tree cover

Detractors Pentre Wylan farm complex outside area to the east

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Floodplain (100yr) YES

Characteristics

Landform valley floors, floodplains and lower slopes of River Trothy and Llanymynach Brook

Landcover mix of arable and pastoral with some horse pasture and cricket ground/summer 

gardens

Pattern

Settlement pattern scattered rural dwellings and farmsteads

Woodland cover primarily riparian tree cover with parkland/garden trees in Llanvapley 

Court and along some field boundaries

Boundaries mix of rectilinear medium-sized fields with low cut hedges and some smaller 

irregular fields with outgrown hedges

Presence of water Comments River Trothy to the east and Llanymynach Brook to the 

west

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure generally enclosed but more open in Trothy valley floor

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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the settlement. Llanvapley Brook provides a western boundary for the 

settlement to a large extent.

Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments generally the settlement integrates into the landscape due to positive 

buildings especially to the east, small scale incremental linear form and tree 

cover although the dwellings by the cricket ground are locally prominent

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area forms the gently sloping valley lowland over which Llanvapley views 

open countryside, especially with views south and west. It also acts as 

approaches to the village which is discreetly located on higher ground [when 

viewed from the east].

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high/medium

high/medium

medium

high

Comments the area is overlooked by village edge residents, residents in the open 

countryside and by users of the B4233, minor road and footpaths

Receptors

urban residents

rural residents

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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LLY02

LLC02

LLY01

LLC01

Key

Local Landscape Character Areas

Development boundaries

Combined Character Areas

National Park

AONB

Special Landscape Areas

World Heritage Sites 

Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest

Historic Parks and Gardens

Parks and Gardens essential settings

Scheduled Ancient Monuments

Conservation Areas

Listed Buildings

RAMSAR

Site of Special Scientific Interest

Special Area for Conservation

National Nature Reserve

Sites of Nature Conservation Interest

1 in 100 year flood zone

Country park

" " " Amenity Open Space

Green Wedges

National Trails

National Cycle Route
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CCA Number CCA19 with a bit of CCA13

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 100% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 5% outstanding, 95% moderate

Cultural landscapes 70% outstanding, 30% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
-

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

mostly Conservation Area; Moynes Court SAM and historic 

park/garden; listed buildings in village including Mathern 

Palace and associated structures in historic park/garden, 

church, and Moynes Court to west: Gwent Levels Area of 

Outstanding Historic Interest covers eastern part of area

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest YES Historic Parks and Gardens YES

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting YES

SAM YES Conservation Area YES Listed Building YES

Summary

Key characteristics Gently rising landform above the Gwent Levels to the south with small 

valleys to the west.

Generally irregular medium-sized pastoral fields.

Mature trees on boundaries eg limes and along watercourses.

The area acts as a setting to the historic settlement of Mathern around 

which it is centred and to Moynes Court.

The area is rural in character but the M48 to the north is audible and 

reduces tranquillity.

The area is mostly Conservation Area and includes Moynes Court SAM, 

listed buildings in village including Mathern Palace and associated 

structures, church, and Moynes Court to west. 

Gwent Levels Area of Outstanding Historic Interest covers eastern part 

of area.

Landscape sensitivity high

The area has high sensitivity as it acts as the approach and setting to the historic settlement 

of Mathern with its numerous listed buildings and the SAM at Moynes Court. The area is 

predominantly in a Conservation Area.

Housing capacity low

The area has low capacity for housing as the open, gappy character of the settlement is an 

important part of its historic character and further houses would detract from the character 

and setting.

Visual and sensory 85% high, 15% moderate

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS YES

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site MH01 Settlement: Mathern

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity simple

Comments church and Moynes Court on highest land dominate local skylines along with 

mature trees

to church from approach road and from various footpaths

-

Site observation medium

Comments the area is intervisible with the levels to the south

roads

Views of development many 270 Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium

Comments the area is rural in character but the M48 to the north is audible and reduces 

tranquillity

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks church, Moynes Court

Detractors M48 to north, pylons to south and commercial estate to the west

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

SAC NNR SINC

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) YES

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform gently rising landform above the Gwent Levels to the south with small valleys to 

the west

Landcover pasture

Pattern

Settlement pattern small traditional settlement centred around Mathern church

Woodland cover mature trees on boundaries eg limes and along watercourses

Boundaries generally irregular medium-sized fields

Presence of water Comments two watercourses, one emanating from St Tewdric's Well

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately enclosed by mature trees

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Comments area appears to be managed as part of wider land holdings and with several 

public footpaths linking into the settlement

Nature of edge positive Form of edge highly indented

Comments the settlement is traditional in form with limited additional 20c 

development.

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area acts as a setting to the historic settlement of Mathern and to 

Moynes Court and is included in their essential settings to the west of the 

area

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments -

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high

medium

Comments the main receptors are residents in the village and Moynes Court, users of 

footpaths and the approach roads. There are glimpse views from the M48.

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

roads/rail/cycleways

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA19 with a bit of CCA13

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 35% high, 65% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 5% outstanding, 95% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
Green Wedge

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

Conservation Area to south east between Newton Green and 

watercourse; listed buildings at Mathern Mill and in settlement 

adjacent

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Summary

Key characteristics Valley and valley sides with convex slopes.

Pasture with irregular medium-large fields with a mix of cut hedges, 

outgrown hedges and fences and fishing ponds.

Riparian vegetation and tree belt between stream and mill race with 

some trees on some field boundaries.

Mill and scattered rural dwelllings lie along lane to west of Newton 

Green- Bailey's Hay.

The area contributes to the setting of Moynes Court to the south 

although separated by the M48 and provides an open valley and well 

defined edge to the settlement of Newton Green

The area is affected by the M48 in terms of tranquillity.

A Conservation Area lies to the south east between Newton Green and 

the watercourse, there are listed buildings at Mathern Mill and in the 

settlement adjacent and a Green Wedge designation abuts Newton 

Green.

Landscape sensitivity high/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it is a relatively open rural valley with an attractive 

watercourse and clearly defining the edge of the settlement with part lying in a Conservation 

Area and also being covered by a Green Wedge.

Housing capacity medium

The area has medium capacity for development as it forms part of the Conservation Area 

which is a clear area of constraint, has a clearly defined valley floor with floodplain and rural 

character especially towards the west. The area directly to the north west of the settlement 

outside the Conservation Area may be provide an opportunity provided development is 

designed to a high quality with a positive edge, it responds sensitively to the war memorial 

and does not extend further north west than the dwelling to the north east and should not 

impinge significantly on the skyline looking from the valley floor. Advance native screening 

planting would be desirable.

Visual and sensory 95% high, 5% low

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS YES

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site MH02 Settlement: Mathern

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture and fishing ponds

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity simple

Comments valley sides provide local skyline from valley bottom due to convex  

topography

-

view from war memorial area to the west across open 

countryside; views from parts of village street out over area to 

south west.

Site observation high

Comments the area is overlooked by the M48 motorway and by the adjacent 

settlement, with relatively open character

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks -

Detractors management of farm on Bailey's Hay makes it a local detractor

...to key features ...from key place

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Biodiversity designations 

comments

SINC west of Mathern Mill- meadow/pasture

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area YES Listed Building YES

SAC NNR SINC YES

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) YES

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform valley and valley sides with convex slopes

Landcover primarily pasture

Pattern

Settlement pattern mill and scattered rural dwelllings along lane to west of Newton Green

Woodland cover riparian vegetation and tree belt between stream and mill race with some 

trees on some field boundaries

Boundaries irregular medium-large fields with a mix of cut hedges, outgrown hedges and 

fences

Presence of water Comments watercourse

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure open away from valley bottom which is enclosed

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Summary medium

Comments the area is essentially rural in character but is affected by the M48 and views 

of development to the east

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments area appears to be managed as part of wider land holdings with several 

public footpaths linking into the settlement

Nature of edge neutral Form of edge moderately indented

Comments the settlement built form is moderately indented and mixed between old 

and newer development but forms a clear edge and is partially mitigated by 

overgrown hedgerows

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the area contributes to the setting of Moynes Court to the south although 

separated by the M48 and provides an open valley and well defined edge to 

the settlement of Newton Green

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments PW01 to the north provides a continuation of the valley to the north- 

visually and with floodplain

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

medium

high

Comments the main receptors are adjacent residents, users of the M48 and of public 

footpaths

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

roads/rail/cycleways

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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CCA Number CCA19

Combined Character Area

Geological landscapes 45% high, 55% moderate

LANDMAP Context

Landscape habitats 100% moderate

Cultural landscapes 5% outstanding, 95% high

Designations

Landscape designations 

comments
all in Green Wedge

Historic/archaeology

designations comments

all within Conservation Area; listed buildings such as Wyelands 

and lodges; historic parkland and essential setting around 

Wyelands

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens YES

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting YES

SAM Conservation Area YES Listed Building YES

Summary

Key characteristics Gently sloping hillside falling from the north east.

Irregular medium-large pasture fields with low cut hedges, some with 

mature trees

Strong mixed woodland on the skyline, mature parkland trees and trees 

in hedgerows.

Wyelands House and lodges lie in the parkland and woodland.

The majority of the area forms part of listed Wyelands historic 

parklands and its essential setting and forms a well defined edge to the 

settlement of Newton Green.

All the area is within a Conservation Area. Listed buildings include 

Wyelands and lodges and there is an historic parkland and essential 

setting around Wyelands.

Landscape sensitivity high

The area has a high sensitivity as it forms part of the historic parks and gardens around 

Wyelands along with their essential setting which has a parkland character. The area slopes 

down towards the settlement with some areas highly visible from the M48 to the south. The 

area is also covered by a Conservation Area designation.

Housing capacity low

The area has low capacity for housing due to the historic parks and gardens and their essential 

setting on which any development would intrude. The areas not within the essential settings 

are either surrounded by mature trees [to the south, covered in secondary woodland which 

has a positive screening effect, are within rural cottages curtilage or are on a relatively open 

hillside to the west. All these are inappropriate areas for development as it would impinge on 

the areas' positive character and /or openness.

Visual and sensory 95% high, 5% low

Aspect area value

SLA

WHS YES

Historical landscapes 100% high

Site MH03 Settlement: Mathern

Visual and sensory sensitivity
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Comments pasture

Prominence/ importance apparent Complexity simple

Comments the area to the north east forms the skyline when viewed from the south 

west- mixed woodland in parkland

-

view towards Wyelands on the hill overlooking the area

Site observation medium

Comments the area is generallly intervisible with Wyelands and lodge to the east

roads

Views of development one side 180 Presence of people infrequent

Summary medium

Comments the area is essentially rural in character but is affected by the M48 and views 

of development to the east

...with settlement limited ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Pastoral Arable Horticulture Recreation Other

Function of Area

To settlement 

From settlement

Landmarks Wyelands and associated lodge

Detractors M48 to the south

...to key features ...from key place

Functional relationship of area...

Corridor?

Tranquillity

Intervisibility

Skyline

Key views

Biodiversity designations 

comments

-

SAC NNR SINC

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

SSSI RAMSAR

Characteristics

Landform gently sloping hillside falling from the north east

Landcover parkland pasture and woodland

Pattern

Settlement pattern houses and lodges in parkland

Woodland cover strong mixed woodland, mature parkland trees and trees in hedgerows

Boundaries irregular medium-large fields with low cut hedges some with mature trees

Presence of water Comments drain on edge of settlement to the south west

Scale medium

Sense of enclosure moderately open with some trees- more enclosed to the south west

Diversity simple

Noise sources
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Comments area is managed as part of a wider land holding with a public footpath 

linking into the settlement

Nature of edge neutral Form of edge smooth/linear

Comments the current settlement edge is 20th-century housing estates with little 

hierarchy that is very discreet at the bottom of the slope being mitigated 

with tree cover especially south of Rose Cottages

...with settlement some ...with wider landscape some

...with adjacent assessed area? some

Comments the majority of the area forms part of listed Wyelands historic parklands and 

its essential setting and well defined edge to the settlement of Newton 

Green

Visual relationship of area...

Setting?

Comments the area functions as part of Wyelands' parkland setting along with PW03 to 

the north

Are adjacent assessed areas mutually reliant...

... visually? ...functionally?

Settlement edge

Pre C20 edge C20-21 edge

Sensitivity

high

high

high

Comments the most sensitive receptors are those at Wyelands and environs along with 

users of the public footpath and adjacent minor roads. Uses of the M48 also 

have clear views across the area towards Wyelands.

Receptors

rural residents

urban residents

long distance/public footpaths

Receptors

Other factors -

Potential Improvements -

Other
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